Let M be a connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold, G the identity component of the full isometry group of M and H a transitive connected subgroup of G. G = HL. where L is the isotropy group at some point of M. M is naturally identified with the homogeneous space H/H n L endowed with a suitable left-invariant Riemannian metric. This paper addresses the problem: Given a realization of M as a Riemannian homogeneous space of a connected Lie group H, describe the structure of the full connected isometry group G in terms of H. This problem has already been studied in case H is compact, semisimple of noncompact type, or solvable. We use the fact that every Lie group is a product of subgroups of these three types in order to study the general case.
Introduction. Let M be a connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold, G the identity component of the full isometry group of M and H a transitive connected subgroup of G. G = HL, where L is the (necessarily compact) isotropy group at some point of M. M is naturally identified with the homogeneous space H/H P L endowed with a suitable left-invariant Riemannian metric. We address the problems: Given a realization of M as a Riemannian homogeneous space of a connected Lie group H, (i) describe the full connected isometry group G in terms of //, and (ii) modify H to obtain a " nicer" transitive group of isometries of M. These problems have been studied in several special cases, including in particular: (a) H (and hence M and G) compact [OT, On, Oz] . Oniscik gave a detailed and very complex description of decompositions of a compact Lie group G into compact subgroups G = HL.
(b) H semisimple of noncompact type [G] . In this case, G is reductive and H is normal in G.
(c) H solvable [GW] . M is then called a solvmanifold. H can be replaced by an almost simply transitive normal subgroup R, which can be algorithmically modified to obtain a new almost simply transitive solvable group S of isometries canonically embedded in G. G is then described in terms of 5.
Our goal is to piece together these special cases to study (i) and (ii) for arbitrary H. Our main tool is Levi's theorem which implies that every connected Lie group is a product of subgroups of the three types discussed above. Specifically, H = HXH2, where Hx is a (nonunique) maximal semisimple subgroup, the product of maximal semisimple subgroups of noncompact and of compact type, and H2 is the solvable radical. To describe the embedding of H in G, we proceed in two steps:
Step 1. We show that semisimple Levi factors Hx of H and Gx of G can be chosen so that Hx c Gx and Hx and Gx are "compatible" with the isotropy subgroups L0 = L P H of H and L of G, respectively. Here Gx compatible with L means that GXL is a subgroup of G of the form GXL = GXT, where T c G2 is abelian and commutes with Gx. We can then apply cases (a) and (b) to study the embedding of HXL0 in GXL.
Step 2. Imitating the solvable case (c), we would ideally like to replace H2 by a solvable normal subgroup R such that H = HXL0R with HXL0 P R discrete. Unfortunately, such an R need not exist. Instead we prove the existence of a subgroup V of HXL0, central in //, which lies in every solvable normal subgroup R of H for which H = HXL0R. We then choose R to have minimal intersection V with HXL0 and develop a modification procedure to carry R to a solvable subgroup 5 of G of the same dimension such that HXS is still a transitive subgroup of G and 5 is canonically embedded in G. In the process, we gain an understanding of the structure of G and the embedding of //.
The present paper proves the existence in Step 1 of Levi factors compatible with the isotropy groups and examines the intersection of HXL0 with H2, thereby establishing the existence of the central subgroup V and minimal solvable group R in
Step 2. We also carry out a preliminary investigation of the relationship between V and R and the analogously defined subgroups V and R of groups H lying between H and G. The modification procedure of Step 2 will be developed in part II.
The organization of part I is as follows: §1 reviews the standard decomposition theorems of Lie groups, establishes notational conventions to be used throughout the paper, and discusses the notion of modification of solvable groups.
The existence of a semisimple Levi factor compatible with the isotropy subgroup is proved for the full connected isometry group G in §2 and for an arbitrary connected transitive group H in §3. The latter case is complicated by the fact that the isotropy subgroup L P H of H need not be compact even though the full isotropy group L is compact. §3 also contains a first analysis of the embedding of H in G. In §4 we study the subgroups R and V of H and lay the groundwork for the more intricate investigations of part II.
1. Preliminaries. We first establish the notational conventions to be used throughout the paper. A Lie group will always be denoted by a capital Roman letter and its Lie algebra by the corresponding Gothic letter.
1.1 Notation. By the Levi-Malcev theorem (see [J] ), every connected Lie group can be decomposed into a product of a maximal semisimple subgroup and the solvable radical. We will denote by Gx and G2, respectively, the semisimple Levi factor of G and the solvable radical. Recall that Gx is unique only up to conjugacy by elements of nilrad (G) . Given a choice of G,, we will let Gnc and Gc denote the maximal semisimple normal subgroups of G of noncompact type and of compact type, respectively; i.e., Gnc and Gc are the products of all simple connected noncompact, respectively compact, normal subgroups of G,. Thus G = GXG2 = GncGcG2 and 0 = fli + Q.2 = (flnc® Sc) + gjwithg! n g2 = {0}.
1.2 Reductive Lie groups. Recall that G is said to be reductive if G2 is central in G. In that case, Gx is unique and normal in G, g, = [g, g] and g = qx © g2 with g2 equal to the center of g.
1.3 Compactly embedded subalgebras. A subalgebra f of a Lie algebra g is said to be compactly embedded in g if g admits an inner product relative to which the operators ads X, X g f, are skew-symmetric. If L is a compact subgroup of G, then I is compactly embedded in q, but the converse statement does not hold. Every compact Lie algebra is reductive. Thus f = f, © f2 with tx = [f, f] compact and semisimple and f 2 abelian.
We next define the concept of modification, our major tool in studying solvable groups of isometries. Proofs of all assertions below may be found in [GW] .
1.4 Definition. Let r and r' be solvable subalgebras of a Lie algebra g. r' is said to be a modification of r if there exists a linear map <i>: r -> g such that <#>(r) is an abelian compactly embedded subalgebra of g, <i>(r) normalizes r, and r' = {X + <í>( X): X G r}. <j> is then called a modification map. The modification is said to be normal if <j>( r ) also normalizes r '.
1.5 Remarks. The modification map associated with a given modification is not unique, but the definition of normality is independent of the choice of 4>. The statement that r ' is a modification of r is not symmetric. However, if r ' is a normal modification of r, then r is also a normal modification of r ' with modification map i given by »K*+ <*>(*)) = -<*>(*) for * e r.
1.6 Proposition.
Let r and r' be solvable subalgebras of a Lie algebra q, and suppose r ' is a modification of r with modification map <j>. Let n denote the nilradical of r. Then: (i)<p(n) normalizes r'. In particular, if r is nilpotent, every modification of r is normal.
(ii) r ' can be obtained from r by two successive normal modifications, i.e., there exists a normal modification r"ofv such that r ' is a normal modification of r ".
Proposition.
Suppose the connected Lie group G is a product of subgroups G = UR with R solvable and connected. Let r ' be a modification of r in g and let R ' be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra r '. Then G = UR '.
2. Levi factors compatible with the isotropy group. Let G be the identity component of the full group of isometries of a homogeneous Riemannian manifold M and L the isotropy subgroup at some point of M. L is compact. However, if H is a connected transitive subgroup of G, its isotropy subgroup H P L need not be compact; we are only guaranteed that t} P I is compactly embedded in ft.
2.1 Definition. Let L be a subgroup of a connected Lie group G such that 1 is compactly embedded in g. A semisimple Levi factor Gx will be said to be compatible with L if GXL is a reductive subgroup of G. Equivalently, g, + I = g, © t for some abelian subalgebra t of g2 commuting with a,x (see Notation 1.1). We will also say qx is compatible with I.
In Theorem 2.6 we will prove the existence of a Levi factor Gx of G compatible with L in case L is actually compact. In §3 we will obtain the stronger result that if G = HL with L compact and H connected, then H contains a Levi factor Hx compatible with H P L. In particular, any connected transitive group H of isometries of a Riemannian manifold contains a semisimple Levi factor compatible with its isotropy subgroup.
2.2 Lemma. Let L be a compact subgroup of a connected Lie group G. There exists a semisimple Levi factor Gx of G, maximal compactly embedded subalgebras î of g nc and u of g, and an abelian subalgebra t of g 2 commuting with î + g c such that ( c u = f © g(. © t (notation as in 1.1).
Proof. Let Adc denote the adjoint representation of G and write G = Adc G. We first prove the lemma with G replaced by G. Let Gx be a semisimple Levi factor, Gnc its noncompact part, f a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of gnc, and K the corresponding subgroup of Gnc. The semisimple matrix group Gnc has Imite center, so K is compact (see [H, p. 252] ). Let U be a maximal compact subgroup of G containing KGC. The projection g -> g parallel to g2 sends ü to a compactly embedded subalgebra of qx containing the maximal one Ï + gc. It follows that ü = f + gc + t with t c g2. t is necessarily central in ü (see 1.3). By the conjugacy of maximal compact subgroups of G, every compact subgroup of G satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.
Adc(L) lies in some maximal compact subgroup U of G with 0 = f©gcffitas above. Let u = (adfl)_1ü. u is compactly embedded in g since U= Adc(U) is compact, g, = adfl g, = g, for some semisimple Levi factor g,, sou = f + gc+t with f a maximal compact subalgebra of gnc and t = (ad(1)_1f = u n g2. Again, by 1.3, t is central in u.
Before proving the existence of Levi factors compatible with L, we establish some elementary properties which will be needed later. Proposition 2.3 can be trivially checked in the case of the specific compatible Levi factor which will be constructed in 2.6.
Let I be a compactly embedded subalgebra of g and let qx be a Levi factor of g compatible with I. Let t = (g1 + I)ng2 and let ttx: g -> g, be the homomorphic projection. Then irx(l) + t is compactly embedded in g.
Proof. ttx(1) is compactly embedded in g,, and hence lies in f + gc for some maximal compactly embedded subalgebra f of g,. Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then Adc(ÄGc) is compact (see the proof of 2.2). Let ( , ) be an inner product on g relative to which the operators ad(1 X, X g I2, are skew-symmetric. Let b = 77,(1) d I,, B the corresponding subgroup of KGC, and C the closure of A.dc(B) in AdC(KGC). Since g, + 1 is reductive,
-»xlUal-{0}, so C commutes with adfl l2. Hence both 77j(I) and í2, and consequently t, are skew-symmetric relative to the inner product on g obtained by averaging ( , ) over C.
2.4 Proposition. Let I be a compactly embedded subalgebra of g and let z( g ) denote the center of g. // g j and g x are semisimple Levi factors compatible with I, then (a, + i)nz(g) = (ai + i)nz(g).
2.5 Remark. Suppose G is a transitive group of isometries of a Riemannian manifold M and L is its isotropy subgroup. Let Y g (gj + I) P z(g). Then X + Y g I2 for some X g qx, adfl X = adfl(A_ + Y), and adfl X commutes with the isotropy action of I. For B the one-parameter subgroup of G generated by X, AdcB induces a well-defined isometric action of B on M = G/L.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. Let
and (2.2) to = (Bl + I)nz(g) = tnz(g), tt>' = (ei + l) n z(e) = t' n z(g).
Let 77,: g -> gx and 77/: g -» g( be the homomorphic projections parallel to g2. Then 
The left-hand side of (2.4) lies in gj and the right-hand side lies in n. n P qx = {0}, soA-= 0(^0 and Proof. Choose qx, f, t as in Lemma 2.2 so that I c u = f © gc © t. Note that lj = [I, I] c [u, u] c a,x. Shrink t if necessary so that u = f + gc + I. t need not centralize all of g. We will need to make a series of replacements in order to obtain a new Levi factor which commutes with t and still contains f + gc.
Fix an inner product on g relative to which the operators adfl X, ieu, are skew-symmetric. Then b = {adfl X: let} is an abelian Lie algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of g. Fix D g b for which the abelian associative algebra generated by D coincides with that generated by b, e.g. 3. Embedding of Hnc. We can now give a detailed description of the embedding of Hnc in G and a preliminary description of the embeddings of Hc and H2 in G for some Levi decomposition H = (HncHc)H2. We will then use this description to prove the existence of a semisimple Levi factor of H compatible with H P L. See [H] for a discussion of Iwasawa decompositions. (ii) There exists ideals a" of a and n " of n such that a = a' + a" and n = n ' + n " (vector space direct sums), [a", n"] = n" and a" + n" is an ideal of a + n. Let m denote the centralizer of a in f (equivalently, the normalizer of a + n in f). m normalizes a" + n" and splits into a direct sum of ideals m = m' © m" with m' c hnc and[bnc,m"]={0}.
(iii) For wnc: g -> g"(. the projection parallel to gf + g2, 77,!c(f)2) contains a normal modification by elements of m" of a" + n" ( see 1 A). In particular, n" c 7rnc(b2). Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 77nc: G -» G/(GCG2D) be the projection where D is the discrete center of Gnc. Under identification of the Lie algebra of 77nc(G) with flnc-*nc has differential 77nc. 77nc(qnc) = f)nc by Lemma 3.2. 77nc(G) = 77nc(L)77nc(//). 77nc(L) lies in a maximal compact subgroup K of 77nc (G) . 7rnc(G)/ÂT with any left-invariant Riemannian metric is a symmetric space of noncompact type on which 77nc(//) acts transitively by isometries.
In [GW] we classified all transitive groups of isometries of symmetric spaces of noncompact type as follows: Let G (= Gnc) be the full isometry group of such a symmetric space and G = KAN an Iwasawa decomposition. For A, 77 and g" as in (v) and for 77' any subset of 77, T.±ae".Qa generates a semisimple Lie algebra b(rr') of noncompact type. The centralizer m of a in f and the algebras a', a", n' and n" associated to 77' as in (vi) satisfy the conclusions of (ii). A subalgebra u of g is the Lie algebra of a transitive subgroup of G if and only if there exists an Iwasawa decomposition of G and a set 77' as above such that (3.1) b(ir') + r" c u c 6(77') + m" + a" + n" for some normal modification r" of a" + n" by elements of m". When (3.1) holds, unc = b(7r'), u2 contains a normal modification of a" + n" and uc c [m", m"].
Theorem 3.1 follows.
Theorem. Suppose that H is a connected subgroup and L a compact subgroup of a connected Lie group G and that G = HL. Then there exists semisimple Levi factors //, c H and Gx c G such that Hx is compatible with H P L and G, is compatible with L.
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem with L replaced by any conjugate xLx'1, x g G. Indeed, writing x = x'x" with x' g H, x" g L, we then obtain Levi factors (x')~lHxx' and (x')lGxx' compatible with L P H and L, respectively. We use the notation of Theorem 3.1. Thus g, is a Levi factor of g compatible with 1, g nc has Iwasawa decomposition f + a + n, bx is a Levi factor of ö contained in qx and bnc = V + a' + n' as in 3.1(1). qx + I = qx © t with t abelian, and l c f + gc + t, where f is a maximal compact subalgebra of gnc. We may choose x g Gnc such that f = Ad(x)f. Since [gnc, gc + t] = {0}, Ad(x)l c f + gc + t. As noted above, we may replace I with Ad(*)l.
Let u = f + gc + t and u' = u P ft. u' is a compactly embedded subalgebra of b containing both gc and I P ft. By Theorem 3.1, Since ftc + (I n ft) c u', (3.3) and (3.5) imply ft, + (ft n I) is a subalgebra of ft. Moreover, by (3.2), ft1+(lnft) = ftnc©{(lnft + ft1)n(m" + gc + t)}.
The second summand is compact, hence reductive, so ft, + (I Pi ft) is reductive. 3.4 Remark. In the proof of Theorem 3.3, we produced a compactly embedded subalgebra u' of ft satisfying Inftcu'=f'ffiftc©t', where f' is a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of ft nc and t ' = u ' P ft 2 is abelian. Thus the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 remains true when we replace the hypothesis that L be compact by the hypothesis that G be a transitive effective group of isometries of a Riemannian manifold with isotropy subgroup L.
4. Transitive subgroups with equal noncompact semisimple parts. The problem of describing the embedding of H in G is complicated by the fact that the solvable radical H2 can project nontrivially onto each of Gnc, Gc and G2. To alleviate this difficulty, we first shrink G to the largest subgroup F satisfying Fnc = Hnc. Proposition 4.2 will show that F is canonically embedded in G. We will then investigate the embedding of H in F. (1) Note that in the notation of Theorem 3.1, / = hnc + m" + a" + n" + gc+g2, vector space direct sum. The assumption in 3.1 that G, be compatible with L is dropped here since each choice of Gx is compatible with a suitable conjugate of L. Replacing L by a conjugate does not affect the hypothesis of the theorem.
(2) F has Levi decomposition FXF2 with Fx = HncM"Gc and F2 = (M2AN)G2, where as usual M" and M2 denote the semisimple part and center of the reductive group M.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. In the notation of 3.1 let 77nc: g -* gnc be the projection parallel to gc + g2. We claim that the normalizer b of 77nc(ft) in gnc is contained in ftnc + m" + a" + n". As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, any subalgebra of gnc containing 77nc(ft), in particular ft, is the Lie algebra of a transitive group of isometries of the symmetric space Gnc/K with left-invariant metric. Suppose b C b nc + m" + a" + n". Then by (3.1) and the statements following it, it follows that°n c * hnc-Hence ftnc properly contains ftnc.
Choose an Iwasawa decomposition fanc=f + 5 + ñ such that f'cf, a' c 5, n'c ñ where f' + a'+n' is the Iwasawa decomposition of ftnc given in 3.1. Necessarily dim ñ > dim «'. Now the nilradical rt" of 77nc(ft) is a nilpotent ideal in the normalizer fa. Since fanc contains no nilpotent ideals, fanc P n" = {0}. Thus ñ + n" is a nilpotent subalgebra of fa properly containing rt' + n" = n, contradicting the fact that n is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of g nc. Thus be ft nc + m" + a" + n" as claimed.
It follows from the claim and Remarks 4.3 that the subalgebra f of g defined by (4.1) contains the normalizer of ft. f has Levi factor fx = ftnc + m" + gc, where m'x = [m,, mj and f nc = ftnc. Moreover, any subalgebra f of g properly containing f satisfies 7rnc(ft) + m" + a" + n" c f n gnc. As in the preceding paragraph, it follows that f contains a semisimple subalgebra of noncompact type properly containing ftnc. Thus the analytic subgroup F of G with Lie algebra f satisfies the maximality condition of Proposition 4.2.
We are left to prove uniqueness of F. Let F' be another connected subgroup satisfying the maximality condition. Choose Levi factors Fx of F' and G'x of G with F{ c G[. a,'c + g2 is a g-ideal, so f" = f + q'c + g2 is a subalgebra of g. Since fi c 8Í it is easily checked that f" has Levi factor f" = (f( P gnc) + q'c and f;'c = f'c. By the maximality of F', f ' = f", i.e., q'c + g2 c f. Now there exists X g g2 such that qx = e*dx(a,'x), where qx is the Levi factor in the definition of f. gc = eadx(a,'c) c q'c + g2 and hence gc + g2 = q'c + g2 by a dimensionality check.
Therefore, gc + g2 c f 'and f ' = (f ' P gnc) + gc + g2. ft c f ', so77nc(ft) c f'n gnc.
As in the first part of the proof, it follows that f ' P gnc c ftnc + m" + a" + n" and hence f'c f. By maximality, f ' = f.
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Much of the analysis of the embedding of H in F does not require the maximality condition on F but only that Fnc = Hnc and H c F. In the results below we will replace F by any subgroup with the latter two properties. The greater generality will be needed in part II. (ii) ftnc c ft and ftc = 77c(ft) + 77c(ï).
Theorem 1.1 of Oniscik [On] Apply Theorem 1.2 of Oniscik [On] (if B and C are subgroups of a Lie group A such that a = b + c and a is compact, then A = BC) to conclude that KHC = KHCLX. Therefore, Hx = HncHc = (HncK)HcLx = HXLX since K c Hnc. ft: + ï = bx + I, so u = bx + (I n ft) (= (ftj + ï)n ft) is a subalgebra of ft. Let i = (ftj + ï) P ft2. i is central in ft, + ï and u = ftnc + u P (ftc + t). u n (ftc + ï) is a compact, hence reductive, Lie algebra commuting with ftnc, so u is reductive, i.e., ft, is compatible with! n ft.
To describe the embedding of H in F, we must study the embeddings of HX(H P L) in FX(F P L) = HX(F P L) and of H2 in F. Since ftnc = f nc splits off f, + (I n f), the first problem reduces to the compact case already studied by Oniscik. To study the embedding of H2, we need to isolate a solvable subgroup R of H such that H = HX(H P L)R and the intersection of HX(H P L) with R is minimal. We will see in 4.6 that R must contain the subgroup V of H with Lie algebra t> = {bx + (ftn I)} n[ft,ft2]. The following example shows that D can be nontrivial. Proof of Theorem 4.6. By Proposition 2.3, D is compactly embedded in ft, so ad b Xj consists of semisimple operators (skew-symmetric relative to a suitable inner product on ft). But D lies in the nilradical of ft, so the operators in ad& 0 are also nilpotent. Thus adhD = 0 and ocz(ft), i.e., x> = (upP z(b)) P [b, b2] . By Proposition 2.4, u n z(ft) and therefore also v are independent of the choice of ft, compatible with ft P I.
If I is the isotropy subalgebra at another point q g M, then lq = adi*)!, for some x g H, and lqP b = Ad^XI^ P ft). Ad(jc)ft! is compatible with lq P ft. We are left to prove (v). Let R and U denote the connected subgroups of H with Lie algebras r and u. R is normal in //, so H = UR. Moreover, u = ft¡ + (I P ft)
